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South Pacific

August 9, 2017

In his day job, Greg Barnett runs a successful earth moving business in Brisbane but his passion for
photography has led to a special P&O Cruises' photographic assignment in the South Pacific.
 
The combination of wet weather in Brisbane stopping earth moving work earlier this year and a
spontaneous decision to have an impromptu family holiday in Sydney to see the Vivid Festival
resulted in Greg capturing this amazing image of Pacific Explorer passing Pacific Jewel.
 
Greg produced the ethereal image of two magnificent P&O ships with Sydney Harbour in the
rain-washed glow of a spectacular sunrise breaking through the remains of a just passing storm.
 
There was only one thing for it after P&O Cruises President Sture Myrmell saw Greg's iconic image.
"We decided immediately to send Greg and his camera on a cruise as our guest to capture his
signature view of some wonderful destinations in the South Pacific," Mr Myrmell said. "We can't wait
to see the results."
 
Greg and his wife Carol will leave Brisbane on August 19 on board Pacific Dawn for a seven-night
‘Pacific Island Hopper' cruise from Brisbane to Noumea, Lifou and Port Vila.
 
Greg's mission is to capture the cruise, the onboard experience and the great destinations through
his very creative eye.
 
For his part, Greg is overwhelmed that his Sydney image of Pacific Explorer and Pacific Jewel has
resulted in a photographic assignment from P&O.
 
Greg explained that he happened to be in Sydney with his family for the Vivid when he noticed
Pacific Explorer sailing under the Sydney Harbour Bridge with Pacific Jewel berthed nearby at the
Overseas Passenger Terminal.
 
"We were down in Sydney for the weekend staying in an apartment overlooking the harbour," Greg
said. "My son wanted to go for an early morning swim in the rooftop pool and it was then that I saw
the two P&O ships. I thought it would make a fantastic photograph and I grabbed my camera.
 
"Over the years, I have purchased some very good camera equipment because I love photography
but I never imagined it would lead to a photographic assignment. We are really looking forward to
the cruise and capturing some great images."
 
For more information visit pocruises.com.au, call 13 24 94 or see a licensed travel agent.
*subject to availability, conditions apply
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